Solution
HOLISTIC ENERGY CONTRACT REVIEW

Why a Holistic Energy Contract Solution?

We are facing a very different energy landscape whereby the energy buying choices you made many years ago may not be the most beneficial way to purchase your energy in today's market.

In order to manage your energy costs you require an approach that covers all elements, so you can assess all of the different contract options available to you. This is what we call an Holistic Energy Contract Review.

Solution Summary

There are many different ways to purchase your energy and understanding which contract is most suitable can feel overwhelming. We will complete a holistic energy contract review to determine what route may be the optimal way to purchase your energy.

We spend time assessing your contract options and communicate these to you in a simple and clear way. Alongside side this we will also assess whether you have been paying the correct charges in your historical billing as well as checking your billing going forward.

Step by Step

1. Collect your bills, Site Plans & LOA
2. Request Information
3. Exploration Time
4. Present our Solution
5. Join the Pause People Community

Your Options

- Fixed Energy Contract Solutions
- Flexible Energy Contract Solutions
- Portfolio Energy Contract Solutions
- Corporate Power Purchase Agreements (CPPA)
- Green Energy Solutions
- Capacity Review
- Historical Bill Review
- MOP & DC Contract Review

Examples

Please see below example images of our platform. If you would like a full demonstration please let us know.